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BE A CURTAIN QUEEN – CURTAIN PANELS 

Calculating Pleats – Lesson Two 

1.  Calculation for Pleats and Spaces Between: 

   Width of rod from outer ring to outer ring = __________  

  + 3.5 inches (center overlap) = __________   

+ returns at each end (usually 7”, 3.5” each) =__________  

           / 2 panels = __________.  

This final number is the finished width* of each panel (finished width after 

pleating). 

 

a. Pleats: 

                     Measurement across the flat, un-pleated panel = __________  

      minus finished width of (final number, above section)  = __________. 

This final number is the amount used for pleats.  Divide this number by the 

number of desired pleats (usually 5 pleats per full width)   = __________.   

This is the size of each pleat in inches. 

 

b. Spaces: 

                 Measurement across the flat, un-pleated panel = __________ 

    minus return at one end and center (usually 7 inches) = __________ 

      minus amount used in pleats (second blank, Section a.)  = __________. 

Divide that by the number of spaces (one less than the number of 

pleats)                                                                     = ___________. 

This number is the size of each space between pleats. 
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Note:  You’ll want to adjust pleats slightly around seams so a seam isn’t in front 

of a pleat.  Try to locate seams at one side to a pleat where pleat meets a space.  

Spaces should remain consistent, but pleats can vary slightly in size as needed. 

 

2. Considerations for Function: 

 

The above calculations are for two panels that draw open and closed from the 

center.  For a one-panel one-way draw, omit the 3.5-inch center overlap in the 

calculations.  Use the full window measurements for one panel rather than 

dividing into 2 panels. 


